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3. Methodology 

3.1 Regression 

The methodology we start with our tests is the OLS regression model. We 

regress the EP Ratio (EPt) on the constant term and the Bond yields (BYt). The 

formula is: 

ttt BYEP εγγ +⋅+= 10 ……………..…………………………………(1) 

γ1 should be significant if the Fed Model is true. The constant term, γ0, will 

capture the reasons which are not be explained by the bond yields. The adjusted 

R2 should also be calculated to measure the fitness of the regression 

The forecasting power is also important in the model. Returns are 

examined by different horizons. The following 3 models are tested: 

Model 1: ttit EPR εγγ +⋅+=+ 10 …...……………………………..(2) 

Model 2: tttit BYEPR εγγ +−⋅+=+ )(10 ………………………….(3) 

Model 3: tttit BYEPR εγγγ +⋅+⋅+=+ 210 ……….…………..…..(4) 

The “i” in the above formulas stands for the horizons extended. Model 1 is the 

traditional model, which means that the stock market returns are only explained 

by EP ratios of the markets. If the Fed Model is true, it should be showed in (EPt 

- BYt) term in Model 2. Finally EPt and BYt terms are put in Model 3 

individually, since the (EPt - BYt) term may also be significant even if only EPt 

term really affects the returns. 

3.2 Reversed Ordered Cusum Squared (ROC) Structural Change Test 

Structural change may be an important factor to cause inefficiency in 

estimation. Therefore we should detect the possible change points, and estimate 

every stable sub-samples individually. One of the traditional methods to find the 
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structural changes is Brown et al.’s (1975) Cusum or Cusum Squared test, but it 

can only help find the first structural break. Pesaran and Timmermann (2002) 

provide an improved technique- Reversed Ordered Cusum or Reversed Ordered 

Cusum squared (ROC) tests, which reverses the observations in time, and check 

the breaks form the latest observations to the earlier ones. We inspect the 

structural changes through this method, and proceed with out-of-sample 

prediction conditional on the most recent breaks. Once the possible break 

appears, the estimation procedure is done only by the post-break observations. 

The following notations denote the observation matrices with the order reversed 

in time, starting from the τ observation: 

)...,(~
,1,2,,1, ′= +++ τττ RRRRY TTT , )...(~

,,1,1,, ′= +− τττ xxxxX TTT ………...(5) 

where xt in model 1 to 3 are ),1( ′tEP , ))(,1( ′− tt BYEP , ),,1( ′tt BYEP . The 

length of the estimation window is (T-τ+1). 

The backward recursive least squares estimate is defined as 

τττττβ ,,
1

,,
~~)~~(~

TTTT YXXX ′′= − , 1,2,...,1~,~ −= TTτ ………..…………(6) 

The shortest sample therefore should be )1~( +−TT , but it is often to retain at 

least 2 or 3 times of the β’s dimension to avoid the extreme value occurs. 

The standardized recursive residual of the ROC method is 

2/1
11 /)~(ˆ τττττ β dxRv ′−= −+ , 1,2,...,1~,~ −= TTτ ……………………(7) 

where τττττ xXXxd TT
1

,, )~~(1 −′′+= , 1,2,...,1~,~ −= TTτ …..……….(8) 

and the reversed Cusum squared test statistic given by  
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τ …………………………………………...(9) 

where p in equation (9) is the number of parameters. Critical values are gained 

from Brown et al. (1975) to examine possible break points.  


